Fill in the gaps

Taste The Feeling by Avicii Vs. Conrad Sewell
It feels good, in my heart, in my soul,

So we can (14)________ (15)______________ feel

When you're right here beside me

Together be real, together and

I don't ever want (1)________ day to end

No one can (16)________ me when I taste the feeling

We can watch the waves, have a Coke

Nothing could (17)________ bring me down

And you sit here beside me

No one can stop me when I (18)__________ the feeling

Take a little (2)________ my (3)__________ again

Nothing could ever (19)__________ me down

So we can feel forever feel

With every fading sunset

Together be real, together and

We see the stars align

No one can stop me when I taste the feeling

We make the (20)____________ moments last for a lifetime

Nothing could ever bring me down

So, we´ll feel forever

No one can stop me (4)________ I (5)__________ the

You and me, together

feeling

We can (21)________ forever

Nothing (6)__________ ever bring me down

Be real together

You make it easier to sing it

No one can stop me when I taste the feeling

You make it (7)____________ to sing it

Nothing could ever (22)__________ me down

Feels (8)________ as we (9)__________ on the shore

No one can

And our hearts are jumping

(25)__________ the feeling

I (10)________

(11)______________

(12)________ and

(23)________

me

(24)________

Nothing could (26)________ bring me down

let's dive in

You make it easier to (27)________

Oh, my love, there's a song in my soul

You make it easier to sing

When you are around me
You make it easier to (13)________
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Fill in the gaps
Answer
1. this
2. long
3. heart
4. when
5. taste
6. could
7. easier
8. good
9. stand
10. Grab
11. another
12. Coke
13. sing
14. feel
15. forever
16. stop
17. ever
18. taste
19. bring
20. simple
21. stay
22. bring
23. stop
24. when
25. taste
26. ever
27. sing
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